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A major focus of recent work on the spatial patterning of health has been the study of how features of residential
environments or neighborhoods may affect health. Place effects on health emerge from complex interdependent
processes in which individuals interact with each other and their environment and in which both individuals and
environments adapt and change over time. Traditional epidemiologic study designs and statistical regression
approaches are unable to examine these dynamic processes. These limitations have constrained the types of
questions asked, the answers received, and the hypotheses and theoretical explanations that are developed.
Agent-based models and other systems-dynamics models may help to address some of these challenges.
Agent-based models are computer representations of systems consisting of heterogeneous microentities that
can interact and change/adapt over time in response to other agents and features of the environment. Using these
models, one can observe how macroscale dynamics emerge from microscale interactions and adaptations. A
number of challenges and limitations exist for agent-based modeling. Nevertheless, use of these dynamic models
may complement traditional epidemiologic analyses and yield additional insights into the processes involved and
the interventions that may be most useful.
computer simulation; environment and public health; epidemiologic methods; health behavior; models, theoretical;
residence characteristics; systems theory

Editor’s note: An invited commentary on this article
appears on page 9.

to the use of statistical models to estimate causal neighborhood effects from observational data—particularly on measurement of area-level variables, definition of the relevant
spatial scale, and the problem of nonexchangeability of persons living in different neighborhoods (1–4). In this paper,
we discuss a distinct set of challenges derived from the fact
that the spatial patterning of health emerges from the functioning of a system in which individuals interact with each
other and their environment and in which both individuals
and environments adapt and change over time. We propose
adding a new methodology, agent-based models, which may
help to address these challenges, and we discuss fundamental
issues in the implementation of this approach. Although we
use the study of neighborhood effects on health behaviors as
a motivating example, many of the issues that we discuss are
relevant to other research questions in both social epidemiology and epidemiology more generally.

As a component of the epidemiologic triad of person,
place, and time, place-related factors have long been
thought to provide important clues on the causes of ill
health. A major focus of recent work in epidemiology has
been the study of how features of residential environments
or neighborhoods may affect health. The identification of
causal effects of neighborhoods on health would have important policy implications, as it would illustrate the possible health impact of policies regarding urban planning,
transportation, and community development.
Recent reviews of work on neighborhood health effects
have focused mostly on methodological challenges related
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SELECTED CHALLENGES FOR STUDYING THE
EFFECTS OF PLACE ON HEALTH
The conceptual challenge, the interrelatedness of
persons and environments

The methodological challenge, the limits of regression

Multilevel analysis has been the main analytical approach
used in recent years to identify causal effects of places on
health (5–7). The main motivation for the use of multilevel
analysis has been the desire to estimate effects of placerelated characteristics on individual-level health outcomes
after statistical controls for individual-level attributes believed to be simultaneously related to both health and spatial
location. By summarizing regularities in the data and estimating ‘‘independent’’ associations of place factors with
individual-level outcomes, multilevel analysis has been used
to test hypotheses regarding the presence of place effects.
However, like other regression-based approaches, these
models necessarily simplify complex interrelations. For example, in most applications, multilevel analyses address
only the first two processes listed in table 1. Although multilevel models can sometimes be adapted to allow for some
of the other processes listed, the focus on decomposition of
variability and estimating ‘‘independent’’ effects necessarily
isolates elements from each other and ignores feedback
loops. A number of other methodologies have been utilized
within a very restricted framework to address the shortcomings of traditional regression-based approaches, such as accounting for the confounding effects of the variables affected
by prior treatment (e.g., marginal structural models (8)) or
examining a very limited set of feedback mechanisms (e.g.,
loop analyses (9)). However, in general, regression approaches continue to be ill equipped to investigate the processes embedded in complex systems characterized by

Processes generating place
differences in health behaviors

1. Person-level health is
affected by features of the
residential neighborhood.

Example for being
physically active

The availability of places to be
physically active promotes
physical activity.

Individuals are sorted into
2. Persons are selected into
neighborhoods that are
residential neighborhoods on
affordable to them (income)
the basis of their person/
and welcoming of them (age
household-level attributes.
and race/ethnicity). These
characteristics are
potentially related to being
physically active.
3. Persons select their
Neighborhoods that have
residence on the basis of
safe and aesthetically
their preferences for features
pleasing places to be
of residential neighborhoods.
physically active attract
persons who prefer to be
physically active.
4. Persons adapt their
behaviors in response to
collective behaviors within
their spatial (and social)
network and wider
geographic area.

Seeing more bicycle riders
may increase the likelihood
of commuting to work via
bike.

5. Neighborhoods adapt in
response to residents’
characteristics.

Gyms and places to engage
in sports are more likely
to locate in areas where
individuals are known to
be physically active, in
wealthier areas where
individuals have greater
purchasing power, or in
areas where physically
active residents advocate
for them.

6. Neighborhoods adapt in
Regional transport
response to features of other
infrastructure affects the
neighborhoods or more
availability of public
distant places.
transportation and
automobile restrictions in
local neighborhoods.

dynamic interactions between heterogeneous individuals
and interactions between individuals and their environment
with multiple feedback loops and adaptation.
The data challenge, the limits of available data and
study designs

Because regression-based approaches such as multilevel
analysis are used to draw conclusions regarding causal
associations on the basis of empirical regularities in data,
their validity is closely tied to the data available. Moreover,
the vast majority of analyses of place effects on health are
based on observational data with well-known limitations
for causal inference (10). These limitations have led some
researchers to call for increasing the use of randomized
trials in the study of the effects of residential environments
on health (2). Experimental studies in which persons/
households are randomized into different environments
or in which places are randomized into environmental interventions may be unethical or logistically infeasible (3).
Am J Epidemiol 2008;168:1–8
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The neighborhood patterning of health behaviors results
from a web of conditions and feedback loops including the
multiple related processes listed in table 1. Persons are
sorted (or selected) into neighborhoods on the basis of external constraints related to socioeconomic resources and
discrimination (resulting in residential segregation by class
and race), as well as preferences for neighborhoods with
particular features. These selection processes lead to spatial
clustering by individual-level attributes (e.g., income) that
are related to health behaviors. Health behaviors are also
affected by residential environments, such as whether the
environment has recreational resources and places to purchase healthy foods. Norms may emerge in the context of
places as a result of the predominant health behaviors in the
area, and individual health behaviors may in turn change in
response to these norms. Neighborhoods also change in response to residents’ characteristics and preferences and in
response to the features of surrounding or related neighborhoods. Specific examples of each of these processes applied
to place influences on physical activity are provided in table 1.
The spatial patterning of health behaviors emerges from the
simultaneous operation of all these processes, making it challenging to empirically isolate one from the other.

TABLE 1. Selected processes generating place differences in
health behaviors and examples from the study of neighborhood
patterning of physical activity

Agent-based Models

Moreover, experimental approaches (or their observational
approximations) attempt to isolate the effect of changing
a single factor while holding all the other features of the
system constant. However, in the context of dynamic interactions and feedback loops, the effects of changing a single factor may be contingent on features of the system and,
thus, may not be generalizable. Identifying the circumstances under which they may or may not be generalizable
requires moving beyond the ‘‘black box approach’’ and
understanding the processes involved. Experiments and
their observational approximations yield few insights into
these processes particularly when they involve feedback
loops and adaptation, yet understanding these processes
may be important for predicting the effects of the intervention under other scenarios and for identifying alternate
interventions that may achieve the desired effect.

Agent-based models have been increasingly adopted in
the social and geographic sciences to investigate processes
involving interactions between heterogeneous units and dynamic interactions between units and environments, including processes leading to the spatial patterning of a variety of
individual-level outcomes (11, 12). We discuss what defines
agent-based modeling, why these models may be advantageous in understanding place effects on health, and an example of the use of agent-based models to study the
processes generating neighborhood differences in health behaviors. We also discuss limitations and challenges in this
new approach.
What is an agent-based model?

Agent-based models are computer representations of systems consisting of a collection of discrete microentities interacting and changing over discrete time steps that give rise
to macrosystems (13–16). The microentities, referred to as
‘‘agents,’’ are anything that alters its behavior in response to
input from other agents and the environment (17). In models
investigating how residential environments may impact
physical activity, we can include highly diverse agents
that respond to or alter environments for physical activity,
such as individuals, recreation facilities, schools, and cityplanning entities. Agents are given traits and initial behavior
rules that organize their actions and interactions (16, 18).
Stochasticity can be included in the assignment of agent
characteristics and in determining which agents interact
and how agents obtain information and make decisions
(19). The model is run over time and repeated numerous
times to obtain a distribution of possible outcomes for the
specified system.
Example using agent-based models to investigate
determinants of the spatial patterning of physical
activity

We illustrate an abstract agent-based model that could be
used to examine processes (listed in table 1) that contribute
Am J Epidemiol 2008;168:1–8

to the spatial patterning of leisure-time physical activity
among working-age women. We start with two types of
agents, individuals and recreation facilities, and situate them
within an urban environment. Agents are assigned a few
characteristics relevant to the process being studied. For this
model, women are given a physical activity level (all begin
at the same level), income, and quantity of leisure time.
Recreational facilities are characterized as free or charging
a fee for use. Agents are given behaviors that initially are
quite simple but can be made more complex. For example,
the women prefer to be physically active, but their ability to
meet this goal is constrained by wanting to minimize the
time spent exercising (including the time spent travelling to
a facility) and the financial cost of exercising. These behaviors are dependent on the person’s available leisure time and
income (i.e., the more time and money she has, the more
likely she is to use more time and money). Recreational
facilities have a goal of maximizing the number of women
that use their facility and will decide where to locate on the
basis of facility attendance and the number of recreational
resources in the area. Parameter values and decision rules/
algorithms for behaviors must have some (even loose) empiric foundation (14). Income-level distributions can come
from census data, initial physical activity levels and preference parameterization can come from physical activity surveys (20–25), and leisure time and additional information on
physical activity participation can come from time use surveys (26). Recreational facility parameterization and rules
can be derived from data on commercial citing and pricing
(27) and from prevalence, utilization, and geographic spacing of recreational facilities (28–31). Common elements
across data sets (e.g., age) can be used to derive a plausible
range of joint distributions with which to parameterize the
model. Uncertainty and randomness in decision making can
be incorporated by drawing parameters from a statistical
distribution and including stochastic processes.
Just as regression models are often refined by progressively
adding elements to identify the drivers of effects, agent-based
models often begin with a very simple model of core elements that is then progressively rendered more complex by
adding more elements. It would be wise to initially model
only processes 1, 2, and 5 from table 1. Subsequent models
would progressively add more complexity, such as networking individuals into a spatial proximity/small-world network
(32) using prior research regarding network influence on behaviors (33, 34). Agent-based models are programmed in
object-oriented languages (e.g., Java (Sun Microsystems,
Santa Clara, California) and Cþþ (Bell Laboratories, Murray
Hill, New Jersey)) that can manipulate heterogeneous agent
types, behaviors, and dynamic interrelations. Swarm (35),
MASON (36), RePast (37), and NetLogo (38) are examples
of software used for agent-based models.
Like many agent-based models, the model illustrated
above can be used for two purposes. One purpose is to
extend theory and to test hypotheses about fundamental processes (39) involved in the ways that the spatial distribution
of resources relates to the spatial distribution of physical
activity. For example, various starting conditions regarding
the spatial location of recreational facilities could be used to
explore how differences in the spatial location of facilities
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Other agent-based models that have been used to
study spatial patterning

Although agent-based models have rarely been used in
epidemiology (46–48), they are increasingly used in a wide
variety of disciplines to model dynamic heterogeneous behaviors (49–51). We will briefly mention a few examples of
work that used agent-based models to investigate processes
similar to those listed in table 1. One now classic example is
Schelling’s abstract agent-based model of racial residential
segregation (52), which showed that, even when the majority of residents do not prefer to live in segregated neighborhoods, their aversion preferences (not wanting to be
a ‘‘minority’’ in their neighborhood) dominate interactions
and result in highly segregated neighborhoods. His model
was very simple, yet it highlighted how spatial patterning (in
this case spatial patterning of race) can emerge from microlevel interactions in ways that cannot be predicted easily
with traditional approaches. Another example of how
agent-based models have been used to study spatial patterning is urban sprawl models developed by urban planners and
geographers (11, 12). Brown and Robinson (11) and Brown
et al. (50) have shown how large-scale residential movement
away from urban centers can occur as households respond to
features of neighborhoods (e.g., availability of jobs and urban
service centers) and weigh multiple and conflicting residential preferences (e.g., desire to live in an attractive area but
be close to jobs). Ultimately, these models have been used to
obtain insight into whether urban land use policies could
alter urban sprawl. Eubank et al. (47) and Barrett et al.
(53) have used agent-based models to study the impact of
spatially constrained social networks on the dispersion of
smallpox. They constructed a social/geographic contact net-

work based on a highly detailed urban transportation grid in
actual cities (i.e., Houston, Texas, and Portland, Oregon),
census data, and surveys of time-activity patterns. Ultimately, these models were used to make recommendations
regarding the timing and location for smallpox vaccination
if an outbreak were to occur under various scenarios.

ADVANTAGES OF AGENT-BASED MODELS IN
STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF PLACE ON HEALTH
Conceptual utility of agent-based models

Conceptually, agent-based models have several attractive
features for investigating questions related to the spatial
patterning of health. They explicitly allow for dynamic interactions between heterogeneous individuals and between
individuals and environments. Although agent-based models are a ‘‘bottom-up’’ approach (13) in that macroscale
dynamics emerge from microscale agent interactions and
adaptations, they also provide a theoretical bridge between
the macro- and microlevels (54), because feedback connects
the two levels such that macroproperties emerge from microlevel interactions that in turn influence microlevel behaviors. In addition, agent-based models allow for agents
defined at multiple levels, including levels above individuals
(e.g., recreational facilities, policy-making bodies, etc.).
Methodological utility of agent-based models

The key methodological advantage of agent-based models is that they can be used to model the dynamic processes
related to place effects on health. In contrast to regression
approaches that summarize empirical regularities to learn
about causal processes from this description, agent-based
models model the specific processes believed to give rise to
the empirical regularities observed (15, 55). This focuses
attention on interdependent processes rather than just ‘‘independent’’ associations between variables. For example,
the traditional regression approach would attempt to estimate the independent association between recreational resource availability and physical activity after statistical
controls for other area-level or individual-level factors.
In contrast, the agent-based model approach would attempt
to model the ways in which persons interact with each
other and their environments and change and adapt in response to these interactions; it would also attempt to model
the ways in which the environment changes in response to
the actions of individuals. Rather than ignoring these feedback and adaptation processes (which generate endogeneity (56)), agent-based models explicitly model the sources
of this endogeneity and allow examination of how these
feedback and adaptation processes contribute to the patterns observed.
Data utility of agent-based models

Agent-based models do not resolve the difficulties in obtaining empirical data relevant to investigating the effects of
place on health. However, the development of these models
Am J Epidemiol 2008;168:1–8
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contribute to neighborhood differences in physical activity.
Because of their abstract nature, these types of models have
been referred to as ‘‘theoretical experimentation’’ (40) or
‘‘thought experiments’’ (41). Conceptually, thought experiments (41) in agent-based models have similarities to testing
‘‘what if’’ artificial counterfactual conditions in causal modeling (42). A key difference, however, is that in agent-based
models these counterfactual comparisons take place in the
context of explicitly modeled dynamic and reciprocal relations. This allows for much more nuanced conclusions regarding the circumstances under which a given intervention
or change does or does not produce a given effect.
A second purpose of this model could be prognostic (19).
The model could be used to assess whether certain interventions can alter physical activity levels among residents and
thereby influence the spatial patterning of physical activity
or reduce social inequalities in physical activity. Examples
of possible interventions are as follows: making recreational
facilities more attractive (e.g., improvements to the quality
or safety of urban parks), promoting the placement of facilities in underserved areas, or reducing the cost of gym facilities in poor areas (43). Because of the stochastic nature
of microprocesses, agent-based models are not well suited
for detailed predictions, but they can be used to examine the
range of system effects an intervention or change in policy
might be expected to have (19, 44, 45).

Agent-based Models

(which requires information on empirical relations in order
to specify realistic parameters and algorithms) will often
acutely highlight areas for which empirical data are lacking
(57). For example, in developing an agent-based model of
neighborhoods and physical activity, it may become apparent that we have little empirical information on how cost and
distance affect the utilization of recreational resources for
different demographic groups. This would promote additional data collection on this question. In addition, agent-based
models actually generate longitudinal data for an artificial
society (13) and, therefore, allow evaluation of hypothetical
interventions, an exercise that would be impossible to do by
collecting and analyzing real-world data.
CHALLENGES FOR AGENT-BASED MODELS

As with all models, a tension exists in agent-based models
to make them both simple enough to yield useful insights
and complex enough not to misrepresent what is going on in
the real world (16). Many modelers argue that the most
interesting analytical results are obtained when complexity
at the macrolevel is produced by simple microlevel dynamics. Robert Axelrod’s keep-it-simple-and-stupid principle
(58), often referred to as ‘‘KISS,’’ codified this position.
There is a practical reason for this: Very complicated models with high levels of agent diversity, interactions, and adaptation/learning can potentially have too many dynamic
processes and too many outcomes (16, 57). Incorporating
so many moving parts, models become impossibly difficult
to interpret and validate. There is also a substantive reason:
Agent-based models are discrete-event simulations (19), yet
they are distinct from traditional simulations that tend to try
to accurately represent a specific empirical situation or exact
details of a specific empirical problem. Rather, agent-based
models tend to try to understand fundamental processes that
may appear in a variety of applications (55).
There is no formula for what to include in an agent-based
model. Nevertheless, it is widely recommended that 1) the
question be quite simple but involve complex processes; 2)
the model focus on the most critical elements of the processes of interest; 3) higher levels of diversity and interactions be added in steps; and 4) submodels be nested within
the larger model. Place effects on health involve a complicated process, yet questions can be constrained; for example, does spatial patterning of leisure-time physical activity
resources influence physical activity among working-age
women? Given a very specific question, it is possible to
identify a limited number of agents, environmental features,
and interactions in order to examine this question.
Model validity and transparency

The relevance of the results of agent-based models to
questions that relate to place effects on health will depend
on the adequacy with which the model captures the fundamental processes operating in reality. One way to ensure
a reasonable linkage to reality is to base parameter values
and decision rules/algorithms for behaviors on empirical
Am J Epidemiol 2008;168:1–8

data. It can be a challenge to locate detailed relevant data
with which to parameterize a model. A solution to this challenge is to use a variety of data sources (e.g., census data,
behavioral research, time activity data) and, when there is
only weak justification for particular parameterizations, exploratory models can be used to examine the sensitivity of
results to varying specifications.
Given that agent-based models can reveal counterintuitive processes, evaluating agent-based model validity can be
a challenge. Unexpected results may be due to errors in
computer programming, path-like dependencies (when the
system’s outcome is highly dependent on initial choices or
small variations in stochastic processes due to strong positive feedback), or truly surprising but truthful and informative properties. Approaches to addressing these challenges
are robustness testing and ‘‘docking’’ models to other models (59). Robustness testing in agent-based models involves
running the model multiple times, systematically varying
initial conditions or parameters in order to assess the stability of results (60). Robustness testing also involves contrasting the model’s macrolevel endpoints (e.g., quasi-steady
states) with macrosystems observed in the real world (for
more discussion, refer to the chapter by Brown in the book
edited by Geist (19) and the article by Rykiel (61)). For
example, does our model generate the nonrandom spatial
patterns of physical activity similar to those observed in
urban areas (30, 31)?
Docking models is the process of aligning multiple models that address similar fundamental concepts. Alignment
can be done between different agent-based models (59) or
across modeling methodologies. Docking across methodologies is possible if the agent-based model is stripped to the
common elements it shares with the other models. For example, in a comparison of an agent-based model with traditional regression, the agent-based model would need to be
stripped to a nondynamic model. This type of test can also
assess whether dynamic feedbacks and interactions are important drivers of model inference or whether complex dynamics can essentially be ignored in favor of simpler
approaches. Given the challenges with model validity,
a number of approaches need to be used and, ultimately,
selection among competing models that yield similar outputs compatible with real world observations may have to
rely on other types of evidence, as well as substantive
knowledge brought to bear by the investigator.
A final challenge for research on place effects on health is
that the use of agent-based models requires new scientific
protocols and language for describing what was done. A
solution to this challenge is to follow recently developed
standard protocols for conducting and describing agentbased models (14, 62). Following such standards will
greatly increase the transparency of models and will provide
a language that the scientific community can use to evaluate
model validity.
COMBINING AGENT-BASED MODELS WITH OTHER
SYSTEMS-MODELING APPROACHES

Agent-based models are only one of several modeling
approaches that can be used to investigate systems or
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CONCLUSION

Just as multilevel analysis promoted thinking about multilevel determinants, agent-based models may promote
thinking about the ways individuals interact with each other
and with their environments. Too often, the exclusive use of
regression approaches constrains not only the answers we
get but also the types of questions we pose and the hypotheses and even theoretical explanations that we develop. In
our search for what is ‘‘tractable’’ in empirical observational
research (essentially that which mimics the perfect experiment), our questions have the tendency to become narrower
and narrower and perhaps less relevant to understanding or
intervening in the real world (16). By allowing us to explore dynamic, nonlinear, heterogeneous, reciprocal spatiotemporal processes, the agent-based modeling approach can
open up our thinking to new conceptualizations of place
effects on health. Initially, the use of agent-based models
in understanding the spatial patterning of health will have
to be exploratory and developmental. A fundamental challenge is to keep models simple, yet sufficiently informative.
Another challenge is making abstract agent-based models
useful for decision making and policy. Yet, at a minimum,
these dynamic models will stimulate creative thinking about
the processes involved in place effects on health and expand

the range of questions being asked. Dynamic models not
only bring new tools to the research endeavor but also
may stimulate us to think more broadly and perhaps more
realistically about the complex processes we are trying to
investigate. This may allow us to develop more sophisticated theoretical models of the processes involved in the
spatial patterning of health, models that we can subsequently test empirically by a variety of approaches, be they
experimental, observational, or complex systems modeling.
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